they are or what they do but the way that they do it. A mentor that's right for you may not suit someone else.
And, what you need today could be different in the future. So, how will you recognise a good mentor?
First, think about the type of mentoring you want:
(1) Traditional mentoring: a person with experience in a particular field, or someone who has achieved what you want to achieve, shares their knowledge, introduces you to people or provides resources that will aid your progress.
(2) A role model: someone whose behaviors, attitude, and strategies you can emulate to achieve success. 
Qualities of a mentor
The abilities that most good mentors have in common are:
(1) Communication skills: listening, questioning, and the wise use of silence (2) Being a sounding board for ideas and a reality check for plans 
Role models
You don't want to become a clone of anyone else. Role models abound. If you can't access them near by, think about heroes both contemporary and historical.
Read success stories, biographies and even fiction to identify people and characteristics you want to copy.
Some books, such as Michael Gelb's: "How to think like Leonardo da Vinci," are specifically written for this purpose.
Finding a mentor for development
The mentoring process is more important than technical expertise in developmental mentoring. So you are looking for someone skilled in the use of facilitative communication-that is, someone who does more listening than talking! A person who asks thought provoking questions and can draw you out. These people usually have a reputation as "enablers." They develop their own staff and are known to help others. They know and use sound techniques for decision-making and problem-solving. They have life experience that allows them to be authoritative (not authoritarian) and they will challenge your thinking and help you evaluate alternative strategies for getting what you want. They will help you clarify your vision, set goals, and create practical plans to achieve them. They'll be around as you implement your plans so you can debrief and adjust your actions.
These people are easy to spot but they may be in high demand. They are good managers, well liked, and respected. If you don't see them in your organization, you may be moving in different circles. Again, you need to network and ask others who they'd recommend.
Perhaps you have a previous manager or a colleague who has moved out of your area and fits the bill. Informal mentoring with people outside of the organization happens frequently and some workplaces are investigating reciprocal arrangements in structured mentoring programs.
Reciprocal mentoring
You probably have a friend or colleague already, with whom you share confidences. Reciprocal mentoring takes it a step further and formalises the nature of the relationship by mutual agreement. However, reciprocal mentoring is more than mutual reinforcement.
Friends can be too nice to you. Relatives, spouses, or lovers may lack the objectivity necessary for real mentoring. Mentoring can add stress to a relationship, so a professional colleague may be the best choice. You could find a peer at a conference or training course, through your membership in a professional association or a community group.
Group mentoring
Engaging a group takes the principle: "two heads are better than one" to the next level. Napoleon Hill, in the classic: "Think and grow rich," describes the "master- 
Conclusion
With the exception of some types of role modelling, each of the above involves you in a relationship. Any relationship requires self-acceptance and acceptance of others. So called "personality clashes" are really an inability or unwillingness to be flexible and communicate.
A good mentor will inevitably be different from youotherwise they'd have nothing to offer! While we find it easier to build rapport with those most similar to ourselves it is the differences that offer most leverage for self-development.
